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DETAILED ACTION

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set

forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and

the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the

invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.

Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

1 . Claims 1 , 3, 8, 30-33, 35 and 37 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) as being

unpatentable over Gilhousen (US 5,697,055) in view of Dolan (US 20020057653).

Regarding claim 1, Gilhousen describes a method for performing wireless

communications between base stations, comprising:

communicating bearer traffic for a packet-switched communication session

between a mobile station and a first base station (BS) associated with a first type of

wireless system (fig. 1 & col. 6, lines 58-65, MS 18 sets up call with BS 16);

determining if handoff is required from the first base station to a second base

station (BS) associated with a second, different type of wireless system (title, col. 7,

lines 9-14 & col. 8, lines 31-34, handoff to another base station of different air

interfaces/cellular system).

Gilhousen describes an interconnection between first and second base stations

used for handoff messaging, but fails to explicitly describe:

in response to determining that the handoff is required, sending a message from

the first base station to the second base station over an interface between the first base
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station and second base station, the message indicating to the second base station that

handoff is required.

Dolan describes:

in response to determining that the handoff is required, sending a message from

the first base station to the second base station over an interface between the first base

station and second base station, the message indicating to the second base station that

handoff is required (fig. 7 & para. 38, (first) base station 320 communicates via a direct

interface with (second) base station 340 in determining that a handoff is required).

It would have been obvious to one with ordinary skill in the art at the time of

invention by applicant to describe a communication between the first base station and

the second base station for a handoff as in Dolan for the handoff scheme of Gilhousen.

The motivation for combining the teachings is that it enhances the performance

of wireless telecommunications equipment de4ployed in wireless telecommunication

networks (Dolan, para. 9).

Regarding claims 3 and 8, Gilhousen further describes:

the first BS comprises an IS-2000 base station and wherein communication the

bearer traffic comprises communication the bearer traffic between the mobile station

and the IS-2000 base station (col. 8, lines 32-33, communication with the first

system/BS may be CDMA, i.e. CDMA-2000, which is IS-2000).

Regarding claim 30, Gilhousen and Dolan combined further describe: sending

the message over a link that directly connects the first base station and the second
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base station (Dolan, fig. 7 & para. 38, messaging between the base stations via direct

link).

Regarding claim 31, Gilhousen and Dolan combined further describe:

the interface allows the messaging to be sent from the first base station system

directly to the second base station system (Dolan, fig. 7 & para. 38, messaging between

the base stations via direct link).

Regarding claim 32, Gilhousen and Dolan combined further describe:

exchanging the messaging with the second base station through the link that

directly connects the first base station system to the second base station system

(Dolan, fig. 7 & para. 38, messaging between the base stations via direct link).

Regarding claim 33, Gilhousen further describes:

the MS comprises a hybrid MS that is able to support at least two different

wireless communications protocols including a first wireless communications protocol

and a second wireless communication protocol (col. 7, lines 9-14 & 31-36, mobile

capable of transceiving different wireless (air) protocols);

wherein determining if the handoff is required from the first base station to the

second base station comprises determining if the handoff is required from the first base

station that communicates with the hybrid mobile station according to the first wireless

communications protocol, to the second base station that communicates with the hybrid

mobile station according to the second wireless communication protocol (col. 7, lines 9-

14 & 31-36).
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Regarding claims 35 and 37, Gilhousen further describes: the mobile station

comprises a hybrid mobile station that is able to perform wireless communications

according to both the first and second protocols, the controller to communicate the

bearer traffic with the hybrid mobile station (col. 7, lines 9-14 & 31-36, mobile capable to

used handoffs of different air interfaces).

2. Claims 4, 7, 9, 12-15, 36 and 38 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Gilhousen in view of Dolan as applied to claim 1 above, and further in

view of Bender (US 2006/01 4851 1 ).

Regarding claim 4, Gilhousen and Dolan combined describe a handoff

determination between the first type of BS exemplified as a CDMA BS to a second type

of BS as set forth in claim 3, but fails to describe that the second type of BS may be an

HDR/1xEV BS.

Bender also describes the forwarding the mobile's messages/communication,

particularly from a CDMA (IS-2000) BS to a HDR (i.e. 1xEV) BS (fig. 1, paragraph 44)

which may be for a handoff (paragraph 30).

It would have been obvious to one with ordinary skill in the art at the time of

invention by applicant to specify that the second type of BS of Dolan being a HDR/1xEV

type as in Gilhousen and Dolan combined.

The motivation for combining the teachings is that it is highly desirable to forward

messages from one type of radio-communications to another (Bender, paragraphs 7, 9).
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Regarding claim 9, Gilhousen, Dolan and Bender combined further suggest: the

handoffs determination may be from a HDR/1xEV BS to a 1xRTT BS (Bender, fig. 1,

paragraphs 7 & 9, message forwarding is understood to be to CDMA (i.e. 1xRTT) radio

network from HDR radio network 122).

Regarding claim 12, Gilhousen, Dolan and Bender combined further describe

sending another message from the second BS to the first BS to initiate a handoff

procedure (Gilhousen, col. 5, lines 59-65, the incorporated CDMA techniques already

comprises CDMA call handoff procedure, which describes the handoff messages sent

between the first BS and the second BS. The examiner also cites but not used as a

reference "IS-95 CDMA and cdma-2000", by Vijay K. Garg, Prentice Hall © 2000, which

details CDMA handoff messaging between base stations.)

Regarding claim 13, Gilhousen, Dolan and Bender combined further describe

sending a further message from the first base station to the second base station to

indicate that the mobile station has been directed to hand off to the second base station

(Gilhousen, col. 5, lines 59-65, the incorporated CDMA techniques already comprises

CDMA call handoff procedure, which describes the handoff messages sent between the

first BS and the second BS. The examiner also cites but not used as a reference "IS-95

CDMA and cdma-2000", by Vijay K. Garg, Prentice Hall © 2000, which details CDMA

handoff messaging between base stations.)

Regarding claim 14, Gilhousen describes that the message comprises sending

the message over a link between the first BS and the second BS (fig. 2, via link 34).
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Regarding claim 15, Gilhousen describes: performing a hard handoff between

the first base station and the second base station (col. 1 1 , lines 46-50).

Regarding claims 36-38, Gilhousen, Dolan and Bender combined describe:

the first protocol comprises alxEV protocol, and the second protocol comprises a

1xRTT protocol (paragraphs 30 & 44).

Claims 16-18 and 20-23 are base station system claims drawn to the limitations

deriving from method claims 1-15; hence they are rejected using the same rationale.

Claims 24-29 are article claims drawn to the limitations deriving from method

claims 1-15; hence they are rejected using the same rationale.

Response to Arguments

3. Applicant's arguments with respect to claims 1 ,
3-4, 8-9, 1 2-1 8, 20-29, 33-38

have been considered but are moot in view of the new ground(s) of rejection.

Furthermore, from p. 3 para. 5 to p. 4 para. 2, the applicants argue that Dolan's

reference is irrelevant to the teachings of dependent claims 30-32. The examiner

respectively disagrees.

The examiner notes that the art is relevant since it is in the field of wireless

cellular telecommunication where two bases stations need to communicate with each

other. The examiner asserts that the applicants are arguing in a piecemeal analysis.
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Conclusion

4. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to

applicant's disclosure: Wang (US 2003/0013450) describing handoff between base

station using different frame formats, Soliman (US 6,321,090) describing hard handoff,

and Nelakanti (US 2006/0019664) describing method for inter-cell handover using

multiple protocols.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to WARNER WONG whose telephone number is (571)

272-8197. The examiner can normally be reached on 6:30AM - 3:00PM, M-F.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Chi Pham can be reached on (571) 272-3179. The fax phone number for

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

Warner Wong
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